Integrating Tomorrow’s Technology

Design Build

....

Today

TechSmart Systems
Industrial Commercial Institutional

* Design with LEED® in mind
* Save Energy
* Enhance Comfort & Convenience
* Increase Productivity

Salmon Arm and Invermere Locations

Reliable and Dependable

Techsmart.ca

About Us
For 20 years, Techlectric has been servicing the
Shuswap, North Okanagan, Thompson, West
Columbia and now serving the East Kootenay
Regions from their Invermere office.
Techlectric has successfully completed electrical
installation projects large and small with
utmost customer satisfaction. Our expertise,
honed by two decades of experience and
dedication includes commercial, institutional
facilities, and multi-million dollar residential
based developments. Each project commands
the same care and attention from a core group
of well-trained technicians, journeymen and
apprentices, equipped with the proper tools
and quality material to do the job right. For
experience, quality and service look to Techlectric
to complete on time and on budget.

TechSmart Design Build

Techsmart.ca

Why is a TechSmart
Design Build
Cost Effective?
A TechSmart Design Build is a total
electrical Project Delivery System that is
goal orientated to deliver to the customer a
project that;
- Saves Energy
- Enhance Comfort
- Set the Workplace Atmosphere
- Create Convenience
- Increase Workplace Productivity
- Improve Safety & Security
This system is focused to minimize project
risks for the Owner/General Contractor and to
reduce the delivery schedule by overlapping
the design phase and construction phase of
the project.
The traditional approach for electrical
projects consists of the appointment of a
designer on one side, and the appointment
of a contractor on the other side. The
design-build procurement route changes
the traditional sequence of work. It answers
the client’s wishes from a single-point of
responsibility in an alleged attempt to reduce
risks and overall costs.

There are four simple steps in the Design
Build Project Delivery System to start the
project efficiently. The first step is to meet
with the Owner, General Contractor and
through a consultation process defines the
vision, scope of work and expectation of the
project. More importantly during this process,
TechSmart Design Principals are introduced
to the design team to incorporate. The second
step is to provide a price based on the design
from the consultation process and to have in
place an agreement in principal.
The TechSmart Design Build process is always
flexible giving the Owner/General Contractor
with the opportunity to make additions or
deletions throughout the design process. The
third step is to provide drawings for permit
approvals. Depending on the complexity of
project, drawings may or may not require an
Electrical Engineer stamp. The final fourth
step of the project is to commence on the
work and complete on time and on budget.
The TechSmart Design Build process
substantially reduces time and money spent
on consultant expenses and the bid/tender
process.

TechSmart Advantages

Techsmart.ca

TechSmart
Whole Building
Automation
Most buildings today are over-lit because
light levels are set higher than appropriate for
the space, or spaces are lit even when they
are unoccupied. This wastes energy, creates
discomfort, and reduces productivity. Make
your building work harder for you by adding
intelligent, energy-efficient light control.
TechSmart provides flexible, scalable systems
that can fully integrate lighting, shading, and
sensors for maximum energy savings. These
solutions can be easily designed, installed
and reconfigured to meet the changing needs
of your building.

Reduce Heating
& Cooling Costs
TechSmart
Saves Costs and Time

Lighting generates heat, and cooling systems
must compensate for this heat gain. By
dimming the lights you can reduce the load
on the cooling systems and realize both
lighting and HVAC energy savings. With
TechSmart’s Shading Solutions you are able
to adjust window shades based on the sun’s
position throughout the day, leading to 1030% reduction in solar heat gain.

TechSmart - Total Control

Daylight Control
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Improve Safety
& Security

Whether you want to daylight harvest the
energy-saving benefits of daylight sensing
or reduce heat gain and glare with automated
Create a safe, welcoming atmosphere in your
shades, TechSmart provides many flexible
commercial space no matter what time of day.
solutions to maximize the efficient control of
The right light control help ensure employee
daylight.
safety and security. Scheduling with an
internal timeclock control can turn a building’s
lights on and off, set lighting levels for
different times of day, and change the lighting
profile for an after-hours mode. Occupancy/
vacancy sensors can dim the lights when not
TechSmart is able to provide whole building
occupied, to alleviate employee concerns
solutions utilizing Lutron, Control 4, HAI,
while saving energy.
and RTI thus allow facility managers to
conveniently manage both electric light
Many TechSmart solutions incorporate an
and daylight right from their desktops,
integral timeclock feature that enables the
touchscreens, Smart Phones or iPads.
scheduling of lights and shades. Both time-ofControl, configure, monitor, and report on
day (e.g., 8:00 pm weeknights) and astronomic
the lighting for any space in your building
time clocks (e.g., dusk or dawn) can enhance
for maximum energy efficiency, comfort, and
energy savings and the safety and security
productivity.
of employees. Whether it’s creating a safe
pathway of light for employees exiting a
building or automatically lowering shades
during peak daylight periods, TechSmart
scheduling solutions are a smart decision for
any building owner.

Centralized Control

Integrate emergency lighting into the overall
system to provide the right light and simplify
the lighting plan.

TechSmart - Total Control

Integration &
Connectivity
TechSmart is committed to providing
best-in-class products and solutions that
offer superior performance, with worldclass service and support. Whether it’s the
seamless integration of light and shade
control products, or integration with thirdparty products and systems, TechSmart
solutions present the reliability and
convenient control required for today’s
demanding applications.
With products ranging from dimmers and
lighting control systems, to sensors and
window systems, TechSmart solutions are
designed to provide reliable integration
across all of our product platforms.
Control temperature from keypads, mobile
devices, occupancy sensors, and an energysaving schedule. The three-part design puts
each component where it makes sense.
Our factory trained technicians are fully
capable and certified to provide the Owner
a professional system designed for many
years of reliability. A system that is also
given thought for future expendability and
change.
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TechSmart - Shading Control
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Integrated Shading
Solutions

Shading Control
Sunlight invigorates the workplace, but can
also decrease productivity with glare and
over-heating spaces. Regulate daylight in
commercial spaces with a shading solution
designed to optimize comfort and lower
energy costs.
Daylight has a quality that we respond
to emotionally. Colors read true, finishes
reveal their texture, and an uplifting quality
pervades any room bathed in daylight. As
we become more conscious of our carbon
footprint on this planet, we realize that making
the most of daylight in our homes simply
makes sense. Utilizing daylight reduces our
need for electric light, and saves energy.
Shading systems provide precision control
of daylight – all at the touch of a button.

Sivoia QS Wireless offers precision control
of shades in one room, multiple rooms, or
an entire office or building all at the touch
of a button. Sivoia QS Wireless directly
integrates with Lutron lighting control
systems, delivering total light control to any
space. Having a total wireless system greatly
reduces installations costs and making them
easy to retrofit into existing buildings.

Save Energy
Utilize your shading system to save additional
energy beyond routine use of shades. “Winter
warm” opens the shades, taking advantage
of sunlight warming a southern façade.
“Summer cool” does the opposite by lowering
shades and blocking solar heat gain, thereby
reducing your cooling costs. In addition,
shading fabrics are made from sustainable
materials for complete environmental and
energy savings.

Design Build - Generate Cost Savings.... Techsmart
Techsmart.ca

TechSmart
Design Build Projects
Equals Cost Savings

A Design Build Project with Techlectric will
save substantial dollars to the project by having
Techlectric design your electrical & low voltage
system complete with stamped engineered drawings
if required. You will save money with;
• Cost effective solutions for the project’s electrical
& low voltage needs utilizing the industry’s
latest in technology and design products and yet
remaining practical and cost effective.
• Competitive priced high performance and labour
reducing product and material selection.
• Save on Electrical Engineer consultation and
design fees.
• Save on the cost and time of completing an
•

electrical tender.
We offer design flexibility for electrical
modifications with ease and simplicity without
the costly consultation with consultants normally
required with the Change Order process.

•
Our electrical & low voltage designs are not only
planned for your needs today, but we also put
thought into future growth and technologies that
you may implement down the road.

Design Build - Effective Time Management....
Techsmart.ca

Why We Do It Well?
Complete Diversity!
On-site coordination and attention to detail are the
keys to ensuring a project is completed successfully
on time and on budget. We work closely with the Design
Build Team, architects, interior designers and other
project partners to meet everyone’s expectations.
Our success in our projects also comes from our
complete diversity of electrical and low voltage
certified experienced apprentices, technicians and
Gold Seal Intern project managers who are bonded,
licensed and highly detail oriented. They make sure
the work is done on time and on budget. With over
two decades of experience, you can be confident in
Techlectric.
Get in touch with Techlectric for your next electrical
Design Build project. Contact Techlectric, a project
manager will be happy to assist you.

Energy Smart and Security
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TechSmart is total
energy management!
By controlling temperatures, lighting,
and blinds based on time of day or
occupancy, TechSmart can reduce energy
costs. TechSmart control systems offer
convenient control of energy management
with Touchscreens, the Internet, webenabled phones, tablets, laptop computers
or the home telephone.

TechSmart Data
Techlectric is certified in all your data
cabling needs, from Cat 5 or 6 to Fiber
Optics cabling. We do it right!

Keep a watchful eye
around your building!
Security, surveillance and access controls
today is a standard installation in buildings.
Cameras protecting the property provides
a deterrent to vandals and to crime.
Building access controls are also
integrated into the security system,
permitting only authorized personnel to
enter after hours and into critical areas of
a plant or business.

Service Orientated
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Techlectric is
about Service!
We pride our Service on highly competent and
efficient people who provide utmost customer
satisfaction. Our customer work order records are
tracked on the Cloud system so that historical data
is accessible by our technicians in the field. Backed
with professional administrative support staff and
our dedication of performing both on-site and offsite aspects of the job, Techlectric is able to deliver
the highest quality with a high safety standard.

Techlectric
The Right Choice!
Choose Techlectric for your next electrical or
low voltage project.
Techlectric is a proven
well rounded and diversified company that can
meet all your needs from commercial, industrial,
institutional and residential electrical and many
voltage systems as a licenced & bonded certified
contractor and systems integrator.

Integrating Tomorrow’s Technology
....

Today

Contact Us

Techsmart.ca

Built on two decades of experience in the region, Techlectric
Construction Company Ltd. is the largest electrical contractor in the
entire Shuswap Columbia Region. Techlectric’s management team are
accredited Gold Seal Intern Project Managers. We provide complete
service from Kamloops, North Okanagan, Kelowna, Vernon, Salmon
Arm, Sicamous, Revelstoke, Golden, Invermere, Cranbrook and
surrounding regions.

As members of Shuswap Construction Industry Professionals (SCIP),
Southern Interior Construction Association (SICA), British Columbia
Construction Association (BCCA) and the Canadian Construction
Association (CCA) we are committed to maintaining industry standards
and integrity. We are fully equipped to handle any electrical and low
voltage task and take great pride in the quality of our work.

Salmon Arm
1850 10th Avenue SW PO Box 1041
Salmon Arm, BC V1E 4P2
Phone: 250-833-4272 Fax: 250-833-4273

Invermere
4854 Athalmer Road
Invermere, BC V0A 1K3
Phone: 250-342-9366 Fax: 250-342-9369

sales@TechSmart.ca
www.TechSmart.ca

